Abdominal obesity and cardiovascular disease

Abstract

There is no doubt that obesity has become a major disease in modern times and it is definitely associated with cancer, neurodegeneration and heart disease. Scientific studies have resulted in a growing consensus on the way abdominal obesity is associated with inflammation and cardiometabolic risk. Although the gender is a substantial factor of having abdominal fat, there are other protective factors including healthy eating and physical activity. Several techniques are used to assess obesity and their utilization depends on their feasibility and economic cost. This research is designed to address the important relationship between abdominal obesity and the risk of developing cardiovascular disease.
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Introduction

Obesity defined by a body mass index (BMI) of 30kg/m² or higher, is an epidemic disease often correlated with positive energy balance due to social, economic, lifestyle and non modifiable factors.1,2 Globally, the prevalence of obesity has doubled between 1980 and 2008 and according to the World Health Organization (WHO), the United States of America has the highest proportion of obese and overweight people, while south Asia has the lowest percentage.2 Scientific studies have shown that Cardiovascular disease (CVD) has multiple risk factors, including unhealthy diet, physical inactivity, abdominal obesity, metabolic syndrome, type 2 diabetes (T2D), high levels of LDL (Low density lipoprotein) cholesterol and non modifiable factors such as age and genetics.3,4

Western diet based on meat, dairy and processed food high in fat, is positively associated with weight and CVD. A simple reduction of 5-10% of body weight has been demonstrated to improve metabolic profile and cardiovascular health.5 The FSA (food standard agency) in UK aims to decrease the intake of saturated fat from 13.3 to 11% and Trans fat to 2% of total fat intake. In fact, Trans fat (vegetable oils hydrogenated) put patients more at risk of developing CVD, by increasing the level of LDL (bad cholesterol) and reducing the level of HDL (good cholesterol) in blood.6 In addition to the important role of healthy diet on maintaining energy balance, physical activity can be the second major factor for managing obesity and CVD, not only by reducing visceral fat, improving metabolism activity and increasing HDL levels, but also by stopping the accumulation of ectopic fat.7

There are several methods to assess obesity including anthropometric measurements (BMI, waist circumference WC, waist to hip ratio WHR), bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA), Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA), Computed tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).8 The gold standard method depends on the goal, the practicability and the economic cost.9 Simple non invasive anthropometric measurement such as BMI is shown to be associated with general obesity.10 Therefore, a better diagnosis of abdominal obesity for TOFI (thin on the outside fat on the inside) and Fat fit phenotypes consists of the combination of BMI with WC and WHR. TOFI are the people who have normal BMI (<24.9kg/m²) but high abdominal fat and thus more susceptible to T2D, while fat fit people are those with BMI >30kg/m² and are metabolically normal.11

Metabolic syndrome and abdominal obesity

A quarter of the world’s adults have metabolic syndrome. There is evidence that people with metabolic syndrome have twice the risk of CVD and five times risk of T2D.12 Metabolic syndrome, syndrome X or insulin resistance syndrome is defined by the combination of 3 or more of those factors (Abdominal obesity, triglycerides TG ≥150mg/dL, HDL (high density lipoprotein) cholesterol <40mg/dL in men or <50mg/dL in women, systolic blood pressure (SB)≥130mmHg, diastolic blood pressure (DB) ≥85mmHg, fasting plasma glucose≥100mg/dL, glucose intolerance and insulin resistance.13

Abdominal obesity also known as central or visceral obesity is one of the essential characteristics of metabolic syndrome. There is a strong relationship between visceral fat (android obesity phenotype), insulin resistance and T2D.14 In addition, abdominal obesity is associated with CVD risk. People with high waist are at higher risk of CVD than those with smaller waist or those with different fat distribution around the hip and thighs rather than around the abdomen.15

Although women have more body fat percentage than men, they are at lower risk of cardiovascular disease.16 It is the distribution of fat which is related to heart health and not its weight. Women have a pear body shape characterized by Gynoid fat (fat located over the hips), or subcutaneous fat not shown to be related to heart disease.17 However, men have an apple body shape characterized by android visceral fat positively associated with CVD.18 For men, abdominal obesity is defined by a waist circumference (WC) >102cm (40 inches) and a waist to hip ratio (WHR) >0.9 and for women a WC >88cm (35 inches) and a WHR > 0.85. For south Asian, WC should be higher than
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80cm (31.5 inches) in women and higher than 90cm in men, to have abdominal obesity. Studies have shown that 1cm increase in WC or 0.01 unit increases in WHR measurement were associated with 2% and 5% increase risk of cardiovascular disease respectively.

Adipose tissue is believed to be an active endocrine proinflammatory organ (Figure 1). When adipose tissue reaches its maximum size, the excess of fatty acids coming from diet starts accumulating in ectopic sites (visceral adipose tissue, intrathoracic, intramuscular, renal sinus and pericardial tissue) leading to lipotoxicity. Adipose tissue produces healthy and unhealthy adipocytokines or adipokines. Although Adiponectin is believed to be a protective factor in regulating endothelial function, TNF alpha, IL6, resistin and visfatin are considered pro-inflammatory cytokines. Obese people show reduced plasma adiponectin levels and increased plasma levels of resistin, visfatin, TNF alpha and leptin. TNF alpha increases the risk of inflammation of oxidized complex macrophages-LDL, helping atherogenic plaque to form easily. Adipose tissue produces also non esterified fatty acids (FFA) in portal vein associated with the formation of VLDL (very low density lipoprotein) rich in TG and the formation of small dense atherogenic LDL which are susceptible to oxidation in the vascular wall. Although Leptin can have an important long term role in controlling appetite and regulating body weight, it is shown to be associated with inflammation, insulin resistance and cardiovascular disease risk.

**Figure 1** The mechanism visceral obesity is associated with atherothrombotic-inflammatory abnormalities.14

1Visceral adipose tissue exposing the liver to FFA flux through portal vein, impairs glucose-insulin homeostasis leading to hyperinsulinemia and glucose intolerance.
2Adipocytokines and inflammation biomarkers secreted by visceral adipose tissue are responsible for metabolic abnormalities including insulin resistance, prothrombic and prohypertensive state.
3Excess fatty acids are stored as TG in ectopic sites (pericardial, intrapericardial tissue) rather than in adipose tissue.

**Conclusion**

In this short mini review, abdominal obesity is shown to be a major cause of death among CVD patients. The prevalence of obesity continues to increase, it is thus of great concern that more effort should be done in this field. Different methods are available to predict obesity risk at an early stage which would allow for intervention to reduce this epidemic disease. Although gender is a potential risk factor for abdominal obesity, genetic diversity of human population, diet and physical activity can also have a great impact. Considering all these factors in future studies can pose serious challenges for personalizing dietary advice as an efficient way to control obesity.
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